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From Collaborative Spectrum Sharing in the DARPA Spectrum Collaboration 




Move away from isolation of spectrum
ISOLATION
Spectrum silos lead to over-dimensioning and waste of spectrum!






AUTONOMY & SPECTRUM COLLABORATION







Team SCATTER: double prize winner + finalist @ MWC (LA)
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Dec 2017: 750 000 USD prize
(33 ➞ 19 teams)
Dec 2018: 750 000 USD prize
(19 ➞ 15 teams)
23 Oct. 2019: finalist, 6th position
(15 ➞ 10 teams)
Dynamic Spectrum Sharing
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Large pool of resources
Source: DARPA SC2, https://youtu.be/cd3kCPvaXOw
Large pool of shared spectrum
GLOBAL VIEW





OWN SYSTEM (T2) OTHER SYSTEMS
Why single Rx view? 
+ spatial reuse = freedom for resource allocation  















Fixed narrow spectrum band
Full resource allocation
Wide shared spectrum band
Sparse resource allocation ➜ al lot of freedom in resource allocation














§ Centralised control using database relying on Tx 
models
§ Conservative rules for spectrum sharing 
(based on EIRP, EPFD)
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Distributed approaches
§ Event-driven mitigation of interference based on 
detection at Rx
§ Technology-agnostic approach: 
§ local interference map
§ link-based dynamic resource allocation
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Limited scalability (database maintenance)
Fast reaction time
High scalability (event-driven)
Distributed & collaborative approaches
SYNTHETIC MAP
§ Decentralized collaboration protocol 
(CP) for 
§ Advertising Tx info
§ Alerting upon interference by Rx
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Building local interference map
LOCAL RADIO EVIRONMENT MAP (REM)
§ Spectrum monitoring at Rx
AND/OR
MODEL-BASED
Only known Tx signals 
GROUND TRUTH MEASUREMENTS
Any interfering signal
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Distributed & collaborative approaches
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“All models are wrong, some are useful” (George Box)
Use case 1














Opportunistic sharing of satellite and terrestrial systems in UL Ka band
GSO-SAT
NGSO/GSO-ES to GSO/NGSO-SAT
GSO-ES/NGSO-ES to terrestrial network
Uplink Ka-band



















downlink case: Static allocation versus Dynamic Spectrum Sharing (DSS)
D
SS



















§ Distributed spectrum access also applicable for dynamic satellite scenarios
§ Large gains by using large pool of shared spectrum and exploiting spatial reuse
§ Rx (ground truth) is more important than Tx (model)
More info: https://artes.esa.int/projects/codysun
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“Many good ideas do not end in a working solution”
(Paul Tilghman - DARPA SC2)
EXPERIMENT SIMULATION

